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PREFACE
industrial arts education has been under constant surveillance by
many of our educators. The attitude seems to prevail that the Indus
trial arts Itroaram is an ideal field rnereby the academicarcy defic
ient
student can be adjusted. There is no doubt that this field will adjus
t
this type of individual better than the traditional academic
subjects.
This study vas prepared primarily to show the stets cf the
:

10;„

industrial arts field and lablmt.teetihers of indnIttrial arts that
42.104
curriculum is providing them with both academic and technical
apportu,nitie.s. It rill also give the layman and idea that tine and
effort has
to be put forth in planning the curriculum.
Many of our leadinz educators and military experts. f-.:12,7 realize
the importance of technical training. Men who were instr
uctors ,
r
technical courses in

one of our leadinG technical sshocls and =liver.

sities were called upon by all militaarylmranches to teach
men in
various phases of teohnicalwork. If the induerial
arts and industrial
1
education prccrams were net procinent in our schoo
ls, there Irldoubtedly
would have been a shortage of trained men to teach
military personnel.
Zince the terr.!.natio.r. of the wars 4"
saao in who have been tauzht
scae phase of technical training will be retur
ning to school to re-s
c-uzzio their studies in this erDr.,nding fielC. It will
be the responsibility-of the schools to provide then with this
training.,
Securing the infcrmation for this study was done by
several methods;
firsts so-my-in?: the curricula of institutions
that included incLustrial

arts teacher traininj prcza.s; second, by sending cut a questionnaire
to men who are prominent in the field of industrial arts and industrial
education; third, by correonding with the State Departments of Eduretim: in gatherinc the certification data of indust,.. 'n1 arta tea-hers.
The usual method cf research in bulletins, magazines, and reference
becks was applied.
This study-

Tdal

be useful in the immediate future in ccm7)aringth

industrial arts program at Western with that cf the other institutions
a

included in

sdy. The progr:::L7: cf thcze inrtitut;.ars

undoubtudly el-aance as ner courses will be added such as: aeronautics,
air conditioning, refricerazion, and radio.
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The preparation cf an indestrial arts teacher is a pro:0.cm that
mast be considered ifre are to expect good teacher:: in aur shops todey.
If the instreetar is poorly prepared in the field, it casts a ahadau of
doubt upon the curricelume

lb is expected that the industrial arts

teacher must have aa understanding cf the entire field of eduaatiam,
and he Is to be particularly well learned in his subject which he is
to teach.
Great steesshae been placed upon a teacher of indurtrial arts in
carrying cut his duties. He must possess qualitiee that rill enable
him to aee4eieter his duties effectively.
There are menyancng the leefleee of education that partially appreciate the industrial arts program. Ve have those among us rho only seo
in industrial education a fine prescription /or those of low mentality,
low power of concentration, law degree of interest and motivation.1
Todee' this idea is gradually changing and the trend seees to favor
the industrial arts program. Principals are venting industrial arts
instituted into the school prop-ems, and teachers are beginning to
recogniee that industrial arts teachers can rate as high in professional
standards as other teachers.
There has been three recognized sources of teacher training in the
.4

fielr' of induetrial artr2, namar: (1) The normal schools and teachers
eel1ege:7; (2) the eneineerine celltre- an. ether tethnicel institution3
A.

Leen Vence, r2neeeleee
IZ

fete a:-.e.LaicnaEducctionsit
194::), P. 14.

LeucztIca

2

that do not include teacher preearaticn; and (3) the trade school Cal
tradesman Wee %are served in industry.2
The above sources of teachers no doubt have their advantares and
disadvantages; it would be interectine to knom these.
The Teachers College trained teacher has been through a caref=y
orgauized program. He has received definite organization, su?crrision,
curriculum constructicn, vocaticnal guidance and many

crinilg7'

tns cf

courses for his classroom use. Kany superintendents ad school cfficia1s
recommend and favor this type of an individual. He conforms to their
ideas cf preparation and naturelly is ideal for their school system.
The degree they received reveals that they have received definite
prafessim.ale
that

and technical trcining. Tae degree alone is an indication

he holder has Let a standard requirement fer teachers etideh is

universal.
Within the liez.ohers college product, there are to 1c

of teachers:

(1) Those mho have prepared themselves principally to teach some academic
subjects, and who have later or simultaneously acquired a minim= of
technical training sufficient fcr taking charge cf a class or two in
shopworic; and (2) those who have pursued the definite courses for preparine themselvee to teach in the specialized field.3 The lttter is the
more desirable as he has concentrated entire-1z
)
- in the industrial arts

Emanuel E. Ericson, Teaching Problems in Industrial f-t.c.
-11irols, The Yanura
PT,15:50), II, Le. •
p. 03.

3
Docdmant positive characteristics of a teachers college
trained
teachers are as follows:
1. A well balanced academic heekground. In this
program he becomes
ecquainted with English, mathematics, social scien
ces and other liberal
arts subject:.
2. A well balanced professional education. In
his professional
studies the prospective teacher comes in contact
with principles 'which
;

are the basis of pedagogy and psych
ology.

e:711

3. The ability to cooperate mith teachers in the acade
mic field.
4. Thorough knowledge and the ability to organize a scho
ol shop.
This type of training is essential as he hes organ
ised his methods under
normal school conditions.
5. Thorough knowledge in the organisation and revis
ion of the
indurtamULlarts curriculum.

6. Enewledge of methods of teaching.
7. Appreciation for objectives of education.
Negative characteristics of a college train
ed teacher:
1. Lack of mechanical skill.
2. Lack of appreciation for the standards
of workmanship.

3. Lack of the knowledge and proper method in production
mirk.
4. Lack of appreciation of value of material used.

5.

Time value has no aigrificance in his schoo
l shop.

6. Lack of interest in industry.
7. Lack of appreciation of machine made preducts.
Lack c: skin.

9. Lack of a:_Treciztian in the underrt.s.n:i=e and needs of
the

The tradesman as a teacher possesses more skill as a craftsman than
trzt3Te of cher, teacher. He has spent anyrhere from tro to six years
in industry and devoted it entirely to the mechanical. phase.
The strong characteristics cf a tradesman as a teacher are as
Sollars:
1. Possession of a high mecharir=1 rkill and aptitude rtich he has
developed byranipulativeror:::.
2. Appreciation of rorkmanzhip.
3. AppTeciation of time and material.

4.

Possession of a high degree of shop atmasphere

..,• Understanding of the position of inaustry.

6. Enorng the value of production.
7. A broad knorledge of industry.
Veal,points of t tradesman as a teacher:
1. Lack of fundamental principles of redagc,-7 and psycholo-f—.
2. Lack of the ability to understand the problems of a beginning
student of shoTrork.
3. JA-rk of flr-tri!prentals in haneling disciplinary eases.
4.

Lack cf organization and supervision.

S.

cf general academic

is

c.

v. Lack of profesional education.

7. Cemremphasizes quantity and underestimates quality in the
9

school shop.
8. Lack of the ability to coq2erate rith other teachers.
In comparing those teachers fro:, each of these sources, it is
nextessary that the teacher haw sone of the qualitiec, of all the t7pes
if possible. The ideal teacher should have IsIlindted patience, fine

balance, and good moral character in1r rith strong religious ideals.
Mc should be able to inspire, to strive, End to attain the right contra
of conduct, high ideals, and a balanced perspective of life.
'
The curriculum he employs L,hould help to soc410i-e the students.
:t should appeal in a w.gy for the student to develop interest and the
right attitude towarrl the study. If he accomplishes this: he then rill
attain his primary goal. Good hits riLl imnediately folloTT Ls thq
result. He then can put hin elf more or less in the backgrmnd until
such time arrives rhen he rnst advise or help as a result cf a suarestion
by the students. He rust be sincere with each indiv-idual; and vten a
eh410, r,4 ebehaves, he rust not punish the child merely for the prescnt
offense, bUt must search for the item rAich caused him to risbehave.
In Chapter II,we will consider his professional: academic, and
technical training. This phase of the teachers preparation is essertials
but this does not necessarily mean that he rill be a successful teaCher.
Ptxs

q3 Characteristics are lust as important in order that he rt.y be

successful.
;

4
Burl Z. Dougherty, "The IdealTpacherIn Inuustrizi Arts ane. Vocat:cnal
Dfucet!..on„ Vc1 I:VII (14%rch,
p. 2=)=.

C'

ACAD12:1C

TEC:11171UL PREP1-"r-J.TICV

Industrie' arts for many years has been more or less put into the
backgrcund in the school curriculum, but recently has been gUning the
prinane° that it rightfully deserver. It was the general cpinion that
a etudert r:-.o rrestled with English, mathematise, and the sc_e%ces was
a misfit in academic studies; and therefore a prospective shop student.
Today the shop stIrdent TF:io expects to become a teacher cf industrial
arts is equipped with a vnll balanced preparatim that is parallel with
his technical training. Lcademic couren herrtcfcre were neglected, and
the shop student iollcwed a definite mechanical rcutine. He seldom left
the shop. Today this type ef program is no icnger true. The often said
phraee a studalt of shop nust be "rough" and "tough" i.e extinct. Hie
language of the sweat shop and street has vanished from the classrcam,
his social obsecurity is no longer present. The once educationeIly
starved, ill-nourished academic shop utudent is nom elevated to a position
of prerine:ce. Hc hes the necessary polish, pcise and appearance which
arc dominant factere of a successful shop teacher.
An tavestleation ma made of the indur.trial arts and induetria/
eausation curricvla of forty t^echer's colleges, state colleges, &nd
state tnivereities. All these institutions were accredited by the agenay
that ccvered the geographical area in which the school was located.
In the survey, all nen-',echnical and technical cmrses were tabulatel.
currictla vere

as it ta:i noted that a general educatim

wns provided fcr the etts:mt in the prograr.
appee.re,1 in every tuie of the prccist1.7. 'nfl-re is no doubt an

to the importance of this subject. Yearly every phase of rAglish was
represented in the program. Grammar, literature and speech seed to be
the most prominent.
In mary instaaoesr an industrial arts appeared as a special mrjer;
that is, no minor was required. This does not necessarily mean that he
is not able to select a minor, bat because of the requirements for a
major are set up co high that his studies are concentrated in that field.
in some cases, a student with this type of a major in industrial. arts has
nearly a minor in two other fields, especially .-`-Aglich and social science.
Social studies are impertant in modern education. There is a L.
in

I...

need for them and still the nare important need for the social peint

of view in all teaching. There arc two rrinelples that are closely related to crganiLed eduaation, namely; the ctiture of the individual
personality producing rich abundant living and the adjustment of the
individual to his environment.
Wath all this in vier, we can assume that the shop teacher will have
acquired certain informaticn, general, technical, and professional,
which
is expected of any college graduate desiring to enter the field
ef teaching. However, this is not all the requirements, but they are
basic.
Teacher education in industrial arts is by no means a new field;
however: it is wren compared with ether studies. Industrial arts
haa
appeared in some colle-es as far back as 1878.
Vath the rapid industrial changes that have been going an since
the
rar, industrial arts hae a bright future in the Education prograiL.
'The
demon-3. fe- lAac)-,ert; will be increacingly high. The responsibility
Will
rect n.t!"3 teacherrs ccllegc to produce a teacher that will
meet all
r6.111.-._,vments that am ecFential for a successful teacher
. There is

8

no doubt that other institutions of higher learning will introduce
industriAl arts in their curriculum that he

vas not present.

This willalleviatesane of the burden that the teacher's college has
carried for so long. With more institutions carrying an the prograz.,
there will be keener competition and interest; therefore, producing a
•1

shop teacher better trained, more alert and progressive.
Mr.: I represents the courses offered by the forty schools that
train pupils for the industrial arts and industrial education phase of
teaching. The figures represented are appreximate and are expressed in
quarter hours. Uest of the programs interrogated were in semester hours
and were transferred into quartcr hours; and therefore, may vary slightly
with the original figures.
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TIS: COMSE
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Social
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7

Foreign
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Electives
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Hours are interpreted in c:x.‘rter hours.
13.j. Viz-are:2 aze
apprordn,7.to. Elt!7es,
by some colleres reri_re
dent to r.,1,1ect a r__ ncr ror
contralcd
be
inthztrial arts or may be in other aoadento
suliz;k4443.
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For convenience, all the non-techn!cal courses are shorn in the
following tables in order to show the distribution of the courses
throughout the colleges.
•

TLIL:
Era=
CARTER
HMI'S
30-31
22-29
20-21
1S-19
16-17
14-15
12-13

8-23.
14.54507

b910111213 14 15 16 17 1U 19' 25

MEER CI' SCHOOLS FQ=ZG TIE

couRsE

•
English is offered and is required by all forty colleges, but the
regaire-_-ellts are not 1;.:-...ifor:a as can be easily observed. when ane looks at
Table VI. The range is from 6-30 quarter hours. Five coller-es required
8-11 quroxiisr hours; five colleges from 12-13 quarter hours, three required 16-17 quarter hours; fifteen

18-12 quarter hours

colleges required an =eh as 30 qurIrter hoar.

44.11mko-s.

•
„

11•01, r

13

TABLE VI
OIkL STLT.,E3
QUA.=
22-30
2-21

ii

1-13

L.

i

2 3 1

67 8 91OJ.1213

14 15

16 17 la 19 20

NUEBLR OF SCEDOIS REW:RING TEE COUR
SE

In the social studies 95 per cent cf
the schools offered and required the student to taLe the
sUbject. Az in Englieh the required
hours by no means were uniform.
In the above Table VI shows the distribution of the hours which ranL
.ed froa 8-10 quarter
Modern beliefs and concepts of indu
strial arts should include
social studies as the social arr3.
economic dcnditions arc cani,inu
subiy
chanzing.

TVITZvu

1.6T=
4
-TIX
QUARTER
BOUTS

16-17
14-15
12-13
10-11
8-9
6-7
4.5
2-3
12 3 is 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20
CF SCHOOLS RFAIMDM T

CO:IF:SE

Telle VII above represents the distribution of the mathe
matics
required which represents 75 per cent of the school
s surveyed. The
range ran from 3-27 quarter hours. Ten of the schools
did not revira
their shop etudents to take nathenatics.

35

TABLE VIII
EXACT S:IEI:CE
QURT:ER

11:77R

I

21;-3o
2c-23
16-19

5-9
6-7
4-5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 ip 20

OF SCHOOLS

mquaatio THE

Appr=i=ttely 87 per cc-it of the rchozas recuired

COURSE

sciencas

consisting of chemistry and physics. The distributi
on as sholln in
Table VIII ranred froca 4-33 quarter haurs.
Only &iglish, education
and soclza Ecicnt7e we-a. greater in dmillnrl.
The table aborl represents
41-'-ly five eehools.

T.LDIE IX

f,
a.re

6

- 10 1: 12

15 16 17 13 19

NIX2ER OF SCHOOL REQUIRING THE COURSE

Educatim courses consisting of educatimnal psyshology, observation
teaching anl directed teaching and various preblam courses appears in the
industrial arts c=riculu=4

Table IX represents the distribution and

ren.elte the required hours. al 40 schools demand various education
COUrE-.1:3•

St

17

TLEII_: X
1.113" M.I.4.1a;OUS COURSES,
COUPS
LIBRARY SCM;CE
ART
PREM,ITDE

LmicniE
=AP/ SCIIII=
ICSIC
PHYSICAL EDtraLTION
CCUTROLIZI)ELCTiv
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 la
NULSER OF SCHOOLS REQUI,RMG THE CO:Tan

Pnysical education was demanded by schools that did not give credit
to the student. The hours ranged fram 3-12 quarter hours.
Art represented apprmametay 50 per cent of the achoOle and the

4

hours were from the miniecta

e

2-18 quarter ham-a.

sciaUce vez d'iedec,inly by A & V ccalegas. The dis
trihationof hot=s was from 6-18 quarter hot=e.

18
TFLINICAL RE.QUIRMVIS
If ths teacher has mastered the aoaderd- phase of his education,
he has mastered much; however, this not necessari2y means that he will
bee success in the classroom. It is assumed that with this ixofessianal
background, ho has built up a foundation that is a fundamental in the
teaching field. This quality is but

of the many that is essential

to be a success.
Technical experience of a teacher is as essential as or even more
E0 than his professional education in teaching industrial arts. Without
mechanical ability, there is na doubt that be will have a difficult time
in the shop. He must have manipulative skill in order to impart tech,.
mical information to his students.
In the survey of the technical course requirements in the industrial
arts curriculInc, this study reveals that twenty-one different courses
were offered. There is no uniformity in the curriculum as every college
eit"ered in their requirement for teachers of industrial arts. Only in
woodwork and mecnanical drawing did they fully agree.
The distribution of the technical courses amanc the schools interrogated are shorn in the tables folloring this page.

0

TAB= IS
TECHNICAL AND IrTIXO CCAMSE.'S

waro..at

COURSM

HOLM
1......,./
Arts & Cra:t
Dra41nz
woodwork

IrTxrivIIIA
HOURS

2

31

14

Li

2

Finishing

2
9

A-..Tto-Mechar:i.r.g

i

Metalwork

18

General Shci-)

13

PGE
CF SCHOOIS
RFAUIPX1G
t-LE COUFSE

AVERA.

mquntran

8

Prirr:dr-

FORTY Car.1=-' AlD UL711=1T=

1,
-,

.9-5 $
.3

20

8

100

40

100

ito

27.5

1.1
Th.

3

2

.S.5

6

2.

12.5

.,5..7
2

NU= (F
SCHOOLS
11EQMRIIM
Ti- COUIrE

5
29

1.9

37e5

15

17..

7

GerExac3

6

Electricitr

8

2

1.3

3

0

-

-

1

2

-

-

2

itallc.lste:y
ancrete

L

Ferge-Fou&-ry

6
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4

F ..czrest,

1

liaalline Sho.-"

10

6 i

1

2

6
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1D

4

3

-

lr

4

3

16

'a
.1714 7.:iir-::

Jewe1ry-le.=:14
P.io
Snef....-1.:=7,_ Metacel

2
1
1
1

7

115

Hot'se 1.:1.aharlice
Et

I

0

10

_0

-f
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EM: All figures are represenL•ed

32.

13

_

2

-

_

-
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1
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1
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quar.:•er hot= enz:

1
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TECENICAL REQUI1=117TS AND DLSTRIBUTION

TABU', IM
Dri1.1711:G

QuArau:
L..#.J
22-3-0
20-21
18-19
13-17
11-12
9-20
6-8
14-1
1 2 3 1. 5 67 8 913u121311411617i8i92O
Mil:Bat CS SCHOOIS FLWEPING T

CCUPSE

Drening and woodwork are two subjects that were required in every
procraz, e the forty schools. In a surrty conducted by Verne C. Fryk.lund
and others, icho are leader.; in the field of industrial educations it w.3
•••
reperted tir.t 5'0 in-etitutic„ or 100 per certs had &raring and woodwrzt
represented in their cr.rricula. They also folsd that

111etalweri

ranked

thini. The ccmputetio-nn acquired in this stu.:„'v con-pares Tr-1th te
fit-L-res in the surrey rade by these men. Metalwork ranked third lit
inpertku
-nce in this Ex& alLo.
Tal):Le XII ail Table LIII altar ft

.stributic4a of d.raviri; i1 woc2.-

ircck among the scLocle requiring the rubject.

41.

:

•
7

I'LETT. XIII
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ROMS
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=ER OF SCHOCLS REC.UIRIKO THE C07):SE

15-13
13-1/4
••,

•

6-3

.66

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 2i3 :19 ZO

Iehor.s

-1 Cr: SCHOOLS PLZ=RING TEL
distribution of nettlwork over 29 calecGs or

L7prm.:.:Unec,ay 72 per o=tt cf thn 140 schools rernesentcd fa, this stue.y.
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TAB= xr
atEcTracrzr
QUIRMR.
ETTS

2

5-6
1-2
7'

MITA Cr SCE.D.:;1&

,.

•

4.. -

VT' CUJR7s.

1.:2ctrie1ty as ehor:-.ixTab7!..e XV was re-T11,-,ed by 17 colleges cr
Y.42 per ct of the colleges sn43. The =arc&
fourth in importance in the industrial arts curric.J.1.=.
TAU XVI
CF..ZI&L =MODS

.11••••...

7-

1-4
1 2 3 h

5

7

C

9 20 a 12 13 14

17= 0: SCHOCZ5

mq=7;I2G THE

lo 17 1:: 19 20
C071.11C

TABIL 177
LariCLUE:120,113 Imar,7=7„ COURSES
_

.,

ZTRiCe.i.LTEA

-

1-10=7.01/3 LICW.IC!

ATITOCIIANICSI
.11==-1.41PLIUM
• De

—..

1.7.:01-1.1171C3

17117::..3 SH0.?

Bucrs,..miza
1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1.5 15 17 IS 19
2?
ETLIZR LE SOEOOLS REQUIRING TEE COURSE
The courses above indicate that emrhacis is place
d upon
aa-.1

dralrit.%

JAI

E'= though nese courses ars not

required by school does not ne3essari7z mem.). that
they are noi.
- important.
In :act someoZ .h:-e courses sv:h as finishitig and
upholrtcry ac vital
in woodsm7.-1c. As a sam)ositici; a student rho
makes a wall cie,74,
,Tit.gi and

2.4

conrtructed project is w.:pected to be equally skilled in 4'inishing and
upliolsterinf. Yet this is no-r., true as many fine projects have been ?b.dtced in value because dr this final stage of completion.

7

*".
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CHAPIM III

c---17.1T_FicAracti OF raz..,T.RL',1, "7.Ts
.The authority to authorize teaching certificates is the
responsibility of the state. 'Each State Depatment of Education
sets up in detail
the requirements necessary for the teachers to meet
in securing a certificate. They are projecting plans whereby they are
improving the
qualifications of teachers constantly.
In the majority of states, industrial arts is consi
dered a special
field and a special certificate is granted to
the applicant. The applicant
had to comnly with the professional standards
set up by the state department.
Trade and industry certificates are also issue
d.

These are given to

applicants w'.-m have acne from the fie:el of
industry in which they have
served their apprenticeship. Their actual
trade experience serves in
lieu of their bachelor degree; however, there
.are certain professional
standards to be net.
Professional courses (fducation) in most eases
are to be met as well
by the industrial arts teachers as the acade
mic teachers. In all states
directed and observation teaching vas a requi
rement for every applicant.
In some cases actual teaching exnerience vas
considered equivalent to
this requirement.
Kentucky requires the applicant to have seven
ty tro quarter hours
in industrInl arts. Others that ranked high
in this requirement were
4

Ohio, Kansas, and Califernia.

The range of required hours for the United

States was from t..ity two and five tenths
to seventy two quarter hours.
Iowa, South Dalzot-1, Ver:..ont
and
eru among the grox% that IT.-

•

26

quired the minimum in indastrial arts.
In the Education requirements, Oregon, Eel-, York, Pennsylvania, and
Alabama mere high in this requirement. The hours ranged from fifteen
quarter hours to forty. Colorado, and :;ew Hampshire mere lowest in the
requirements.
In no case was an applicant allowed to teach with an out of state
certificate. They mere to hold a valifi certificate fron the state in
which they mere teaching.
Soca states are realizaing the importance of adequate preparation of
teachers and there is a trend toward the fifth year of teacher preparation. 1.7ashington requires the applicant to have

45

quarter hcurs beyond

a bacheln-le degree before a three year secondary certificate is granted.
In Connecticut the fifth year program for secondary teachers is advoca'eol,
and those preparing fcr positions in the secondary schcols mould do well
to conniete the fifth year, if a position is not now readily availaele;
1
otherwise, the fifth year in service is feasible.

s.1

3.
"Rules and Regulations Concerning State Teachers Certificate,"
Connecticut School Docaecnt, ro. 2, 2.941,1942.
;

'0,

;
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- trust nave a b...eelorls decree fronL a standard institut4 =.
1. Applican:,,
2. He must have earned
71e4z"
ar

quarter hoars in Industrial Arts and also is

c_.

1--

9

c:

•

-lajor or L- --. ,inor aubjectz
directed teaelng
6. 07ectvr-o in
fii of
secon2,ary educaAon
6 rLT

i.44LIU

lon•r7•11.7A

Zpocial Certificates sh.2.11 be --ar÷ed upon evidence of graduation
• r1

from a regular four-year higi school course, or the equivalent,
and in addition thereto evidence of graduation from a regular four.
year course in a speciLl rcool, special dcpartmpnt of a teachers
college or university rhose accraditing is recognized by the State
-card of Education.
- -uire=ents ares
a. It lose than '5 qt....rter *no- r.7 or ',he

in the

sl.ocial field foxy:Lich certificate - e• crano1,0
b. rot

Je.L.:,

than. 27 qu:Irter ho-arz in ilducation ane. Fsy.;:holoa

20,

a:Irrorriate to the field including not less than 7.5 qr.,:xter
ho,:.rs of practice teaching cr a2proved teaching e=perience
in the public schools, either of which rust be in the special

-1bL.
ch.
-

-

requiva..en2,:st

•

d. Thiz,

Lhal_

for f.7.1L7:, -

the holder to teach in grades 1 to 120 inclusive and junior col_lege, but only the subjects endorsed en tie
face of this certificate.

ARKANSAS
1. Graduation fro= an approved four year collei,e.
2. General requirements
a. English
b. Social Science
c. Physics
d.
e. Ph:,•sical
tion, Health and Safety

3. Profer:cicnal requiretvnts

63 Quarter Hours
18 Quarter r_ours
18 Quarter }ours
9 Quarter Fours
9 Quarr Hours
9 Quarter Tours

224-30.5 Quarter Fours

a. 7,:ucatienal Pc:rcho1q77
b. ;.;L:ced Teaching
c. Special "ethods and Probles in

7.5 Quarter .1.1,;:rs
3

Quartr-r Fo.,rs

d. GlS::co

3

clItart(.1' 1.:(AIXS

!• 2,

..

r

ta
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e. Principles of Secondary Education
f. Tests and Yeasurements
SpeciAlization 2equirements
a..Occupational Information
b. liome kechanics
c. Shop Y.anagement
d. .7raring
e. Shop Courses

5.

Electivcs to make

3 Niirter Hours
3 Quarter Hours
36 Quarter Hours
3 Quarter Hours
9. Quarter HOUTS
3 Quarter Hours
9 Quarter Hours
12.5 Quarter Hours
180-186 Quarter Hours

6. This certificate authorizes the holder to teach Industrial
Arts in
any junior or senior high school of the state, provided
it is first
re3istered in the offico of the County Superviscr in the
County in
rhich the holder plans to teach.

CALIFEINIA
An applicant for a special secondary credential in
industrial arts
education must sulmit:
1. A certificate from a physician licensed to
practice medicine ay.1
surgery that the applicant is physically and mental
ly fit to engage
in teaching service.
2. A recommendation from the school or department
o2 education of
1
an institution approved by the California State
Board of 2ducation
for training teachers of Industrial Arts education
with verification ars
a. The completion of a four-year collece course
nith
a bachelor's dcgree.
b. A minimum of 24 quarter hour., of rork- in fields
of
sciunce, social studies, and nkrsical
cd.xation.
C. 22.5 quarter hours of .,:rofessional .work in
educa:Acia
incluainJ;
1. A
- 7:11,h
sec. ., ani
desIrab1.3 outcomes of th,1 elementar: Lnd
seccz.e..r.ry scoolg.
2. Directed ter-elin: in in-T.,:striLl
9 quartor

"••••• •.do

3D

3. Eethods courses in indlxtrial arts.
C01.445 in edacation orzani7lvd for the
training of public school teach,ers.
d. 60 quarter hours of special technical training
suitfd to
n::eds of teachers of junior and senior
rt-aclents,dtrftf.c aptmein-Itelyee
transicn
radLo

:r
_
.

a!:J.
tire rc7air
and general :.:op

.•
Henn
44

-

5. -.cod. fin.ii arL-1
6. Leather
7. Upholclery and caning
8. Consiirt:::::Lon rork for elenentary zradcs
Pattern making and foundry work
10. Art metal work
U. Puns and irrigation equipment
12
.Generalthop
13. Printing ,
f. Authorization for Service. This credential authorizes
the holder to teach industrial arts subjects as indicated
upon the credential in the public schools of the state.
C. Tern. This credential my be issued for a period of twe
years and nay be renewed thereafter for periods cf five
years upon verification of at least five months of
successful teachin7 erperience in the pul7lic
of California.
COLD.7..Z0
General 2er.uircrrnts:
1. The a7-)1ioant m7:2t be a graduate of a standard four—year
high
school or mrst have hacl'educational training equivalent to
vuCh

a course.
2. In addition to the foregoing, two years, 90 quarter hours of
coUei.tk.ri_Lai.;4
:;

ale rired. This

nu -t he -Y-c

7

la:51, 15 cuartcr 1-.oars
cc::5t

crcatk. ir slcat-icn must be inclufled
fol:.-..-:
r

3

sub:ct. The requirer-,ent In
ro7 se
F-_12ject
c. Eethods in teaching the sp.e:al FuLject al..d such general rethoLir of
teaching as are applicable
the
subject.

9

Special 7equirenrn:
Forty quarter hours must be distributed as follows:
1. Sixteen quarter hours in the special

Quarter Hours

subject in which the applicant wishes

16

certificaticn. Twelve of these maybe
allowed for trade experience which covers
a period of three years.
2. 1:echanica1

3.

Shop Eathenatics

4.

Physics or mq.
W"C...47
,
T;4,4-Y

E.

Vocational

.idance. Lay be nt
c

able current trade

6.

4

h

reaeinr

Elish. Four otiarter Lo:Ars must '.-At
---lish Corv.sltcn.

C

3

.0
12

CCI:ICTICUT
1. A degree from an accredited colleLe certifyinG to have completed
a four-ycEr

,Icurso In ind.:strial arts.

4.1

Lt.

z

_

-I:

quarter

and

9

LIcoLa

:ars ill :7:7

Cf educaticnj

1

c,dlIcation, introduction to teaching,

ticnal or adolescent psyc:loloy, etc.
4
FLORMA.
Qualifications for the Graduate certificate:

1.

Applicant rust be a Graduate of a standsrd instituticn that requires four years work for graduation and which was standard at

tk•

the time he was graduated, and must be accredited by one of the
following agencies:

.
J
•"

a. The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
The LL.L21c States Association of Collegres and Soondary.
Schools.
c. The 7:t:77- England Association of Colleges and Secondary
Fchools.
d. Tho -crth Central Association of Colleges and Sem.jary
Schools.
e. Thr :orthcnt fxsociation of Colleges and Secondary
Se:Incas.
-•
e L:.,
:rLoan
Lc2.tion c. _ccehers
g. Tne
Assooir,tIon of TL'ools of
(Uusic only).
Ii. The :
-lorida State Board of -ducation.
i. The 1;atIonal Uni7ersity Etton4ion Associat;on.
2. .".ssert his allegiance to the Constitution of the United
States

and
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take a rritten e7A-.ination on the Constitution and pass with a Grade
of 85 per cent.
3. In lieu of the above requirenant, he must have completed at least 9
quarter hours of college work in A:Jurican Tlistory and government
includinf. the Constitution of the United States at a standard institution.

L.

Ee at least twenty years of ace.

S. Lust be a citizen.

6. Complete at least 13.5 quarter hours nith at least 4.5 quarter hours
in each subject or fields to be covered by the certificate.
7. A general average of C fc

certification in a special field.

8. At least 9 quarter hours are required in the follav:inG fields:
Science, Social Science and Erglish.
At Jeast 1.5 quarter hours in Health iiducation cr ilygiene and at
least 1.5 quarter hours in Physical Lducation. Also considered
highly desirable to have general courses in Eathematics, Fine Arts,
Languages, Arts, etc.
9. 27 quarter hours of education in addition to any courses in psychology
and runt fulfill one of the folloring classroom experiences:
a. 9 quarter hours in an internship program.
b. 9 quarter hours in observaticn and practice teaching.
c. At least 16 months teaching enperience ithin three
years period immediately preceding the completion of
his apy.lication for a certifiLate.
Certification for industrial Arts is given In individual subjects such
as mechanical drawing, woodwork, automechanics, etc. He must have

L5

quarter hours in Industrial Arts in-74ing credit in Eethad of Shop
Teaching, observation and practice teachinr: and 18 quarter ...-oura in the
shn2 subject in -;L::.ch certification is desim,d.

-APS
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Note 1. If one is eligible for certification in one subject, he nay
obtain certification in a second with 13.5 quarter hours in
that subject.

The third, and additional sabjects, ray be

added with 9 quarter hours.
Note 2. One ray teach general shop provided he is certified in at
least three Industrial Arts subjects.
GEOFLGIA
Lpplicant rust have the following qoPlifgeations to obtain a teacher's
certificate in the state of Georgia:
1. Approximately half of the total college credits should be in general
academic subjects ether than the applicant's teaching field.
This
credit should be fairly distributed in the fields of

glish language

and literature, social science, natural science, mathematics and
the
humanities.
9. Not more than 30 per cent of the total college credit should be in
professional education courses. Twenty-seven quarter hours

jEtiall

be distributed as follrws:
a. 9 to 18 quarter hours in three of these areas
1. Orientaticn in Education
2. Education Psychology
3. The school an-1 society
4. high sohol currioulus
b, 9 to 18 quarter hours inclilding three hours in
practice
teaching and the followings
1. Materials and methods in the high school.
2. Directed observation and practice teachir- in
typical high school situations.

3. The amplicant must have a total cf 27 quarter hours in Industrial
Arts.

L.

Three yes.rs or at least 1 35 cr',rt,_.- hours of college wor%.

•-•

5.

Four yearn of collee 1-.ork and a Bachelor degree or five years of
college work -with a I:aster's degree. Junior high and secondary
requireiaants are the same.

Tr.T.1170IS
Certificates in the State of Illinois will be granted to those who have
414

graduated from a recognized college with a Bachelor's degree.

1.
Nk'

General education
a. Oral and .7ritten E-.:pression
b. ratural Science
c. Social Science
d. t- ilr-Innities
e. Health aid Physical L;ducation
f. Additional Ivor:: in above fields

2. Education (Professional)
a. Ldolescent Growth and Devcloprent
b. Principles, or Philosophy of Lducation
c. Student Teaching (High School level)
d. 1.:aterials and methods in secondary school,
or r:cthoe frc*

Quarter Hours
52.5
12

9
9

9
3 to 6
9
24
3 or 4.5

14.5
7.5

3 cr

3
e. American Public Education

3 or

4.5
4.5

3. Electives

31.5

L.

.1.!ajor Of Specin7 i-ntion

48

5.

Linor cf Specialization
Total

24
180

To secure a certificate in Indiana the applicant must have the following
1. 36 quarter hours of required credit should be devoted principally
to wood-work, mnchar0.cal drawing, and mechanics.
2. Graduate with a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college
with a miniim.:za ef 1C0 quarter hours.

3. Profession2.1 credits in craartcr hours approximately as follows:

36
c;uarter

9

a. Psyelyacgy and it kplicatiens
b. :ecndary Lduccicn
c. Principles of Teaching
d. Supervised Teaching

r

14.5

1
c

4

-

dn tc

f-11075:
1. Statutc,r.T
C;(

.,1"(2

to
cf a f
sacY. specific
tro or :::crc sest.-1. school
prescribe.
b. Valid for five-yoar term for tec.c.LL
eighth i-rades and in a high school.

•

_ :r tcLing
:0
the seventh and

2. Additional requirements prescribed by Board

Quarter Hours

a. Professional trairing
1. Introduction to, history of,
principles oc. education
2. Psychology and its application to
education
3. liethods of seccndary school teaching
4. Directed observation and supervised
teaching in secondary school field

9
4.5

14.5

22.5
b. Lcadezic preparation
1. 22.5 quart,cr haIrs in cne su%ect natter ficart,
rith at least 15 c.uarter hours in each ef two
additional fielris. For calmrles
Lnglish, Lantuage (each cne to be taucht)
Science (7.5 quarter hours in each sc:tnce tauz;ht)
Social r,u::les (special yra .1s:. In c._;Ljrcts
LO be tau_ht)
c. Lt. least 15 quarter hours or :ore in Industrial Arts.
•

Thrt,e quarter holir course in princiJc

02 Lieric. overnnent.

A social ce -- -tifieate valid in any elenentary school, junior high scheoll
or senior ih school for a to year perie0 for teaching the subject or
fic. 2
catiLn,

Cc
tLe

a 1:cer

:Y.; • 1"--

7: 7

Li. pvci:olc)=
quarter :lours

12ust in—

cducaticna: ps:Thcloay. i4.5 quarter .=s'

supervised practice teaching, or three years of full tine teaching
experience (24 nonths).
18 quarter hours' elective in education distributed in three or more
fields. Not to exceed 4.5 quarter hours credit in general psychology
nay be presented to met this requirenent.

L. 97.5 quarter hours' credit, not fere/. than 60 or which rust be in
the subject or dcpartz.ent designated in the certificate.

I=7,7=
ylicant rut
ica

Ln

stf.

hefollcwirc requLrencnts to cunliT;: for a certif—
_2

1. :Ininurz gcnsral cr core re::4iresentn--Lach canLieate must present
IL qul.rter hours of Lnj11h. In atidition to th:Ln a tot,1 of 1;0
quarter hours .nn:st be neleetod iron the following fie12st

3E.

Lan:uace, ka1, Piveical Ld.uc,:.- :.tien and L.:_-:;:ety,

Fine artn.,

I.:athem.ticsy Phil' osophy and

.5ciences Vocational fields
z.....cre than fcl.n:
•

:

'

•

r

;_•-.2-1;.1in --.r)
1
4

:y rftjer

t".

4
4

2. He

3. He

nut!

have 27
.

etnrt

:
_

b.
u

L.

-

L.

st-c-t.:,4
,teaching
Ln 7.]ducaticn

He rTust connlete a bachelors de:me .with a total of .rt less i'lan
1 30 or 192 q4arter hours.

5.

Lny person presenting a teachin- area may qualify to teach an
additional subject by presentinc 16 quarter hours in that sub:!oct.
The addition of 16 quarter hours is the face of any certificate to
take the place only in case where the applicant has fulfilled the
require:.- onts in .general educaticn.

Loumma
Loisiana issues a trade and industrin. certificate Ithich applies to
rim 17:10 ::ave
.
served in Iriemstry.

1. Lpplicant must present evidence cf craction from a four-year
ccurne in an accredlted professional school of industrial arts.

He will be awarded the Firs::

Professional Certificate

and ray teach in both elementary and
secondary schools.
2. Holders of the First Provisional
Prcfessional Certificate arc
eligible for a Scnd P2ovisional Certifica1.e on
presentation of
evidee

twcoyca.: eLccc.:sf.-,1taciiig experie.nce.

3. Holders of the Second Provisional Professional
Certificate in
industrial education are eligible for a Standard
Professional
Certifieate upan evidence offel:r sr more years of
succc:rfl
teaching e7perien^, plus 9 quartEr hours of
sunmor school 7-orc
or its equivalent In 7i2n

courzes. .7!1's

Loate is reneLlc cv.2ry ten

1. Graduate from a standard four-:-:.r
college.
2. 24 quarter hours in the following
education courses:
a. Educational Psychology
b. Principles in High School
Teaching
c. Special Yethods and Observation
d. Elective Courses in Education

3. Approximately 45 quarter hours in Industrial
Arts including
Eechanical drawing, general metal work,
woodworking, electrical
rork, and rheet metal rork.

LASSACMSETTS
7)7,oheloris degree from. the Industrial Arts
der.rtment of a fmr,ycar corcze.
2. ,

'cr 7,0 quarter 1:7_,urz of
prc..fcF.zional stufy,

Inductrial 1-.rts edJcation and practice
teaching.

LacHiaz
1. A provisional Certificate may be granted to any
person who is at
least 18 years old and has received a Bachelor's,
Laster's, or
Doctcr's degree from an institution approved by
the State Board
of Zducation.
2. At IeF.st 36 quarter hours in Industrial
!.rts.
A minimum or 30 quarter hours in educatien inclurling
the foilcring
subjects:
a. Directed Teaching in Secondary Grades
b. Lethods in Lajor or Linor subjects
c. Principles of Teaching, or equivalent
d. Psychology of Education, or equivalent
e. History of Education, or Philosophy of Educ
ation
f. Electives to complete the necessary 30 quar
ter hours
rILSOUU
1. Baccalaureate degree from an accredit
ed college or university.
2. Completion of sufficient college work
in at least one subject-natter
field to meet the standards for certificatio
n and approval for a
teacher in a first class high school.

3. A total of 22.5 quarter hours of college work
rhich nay be selected

L.

5.

from a minimum of three of the followin
g subject fields. En-lish
composition, literature, social science,
and foreign languages.
Two years college work in general phys
ical_education and one course
in Health or Hygiene.
A m:71:num of 27 caarter hours of Educ
ation and it is stranay
recommended nct more Clan

L5

quarter hours of undergraduate work

be presented inclly:ing a course in each
of the folloring:
Croup One - Orientation
a. Educational Psychd1oa7
b. ::story or
of Education

Ner'44

Orcup ?wo - r_ethods
a. General Techniques or methods in high school
teaching'
b. C7:ccial Techniques in one teaching field
c. A general administration course far teachers
Grcupt Three - Teaching
a. Student or apprentice teaching, 7.5 quarter hours

6.

Industrial arts 36 quarter haars.

unanascra
1. Ltust hold a degree from an accredited college or university.

2.

Twenty two and a half quarter hours in Education including:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Educational Psychology
General L:ethods (Technic of Teaching)
Special L:ethods
Observation Teachirg

4.5 Quarter
4.5 Quarter

Fours
flours
/1.5 Quarter Fours
4.5 Quarter Hours

The last two courses rrast be taken in acer'emic high
school subjects, a major or ninor. If taken in con,
bination, sllould carry 9 quarter hours.

3.

A majer in industrial arts rith special methods and practice teaching in the special field.

LISSMSIPPI
Ho data on Lassissippi

La,-T.tu:A
TO teach in high school, an applicant must be a graduate of a fully
accredited fcur-year college, rith a Bachelor's degree, must have a
najor cf 45 quarter hours and a minor cf 30 quarter hours in some subject or subjects usually taught in high school, and must have at least
2h quarter hours ofwark in secondary education.

The cen7)1ction of d four-year collo:e teacher traininc course of study
r-ith a baccalaurcte de7reo and specializatien in the field of Industrial

42

Arts.
NEVADA
1. A :7reduate frem an accredited colle:e or un.Lversity.
2. Must have at least 27 quarter hours in Education including 6 quarter
hours in practice teaching. General psyc.lology is not accepted to
meet, in part, the professional requirement.

3. Applicants for industrial arts, special certificate, must present
at least 36 quarter hours credit in that field.

NEW HLETSHIE
1. A shop teacher must have completed a four-year high school curriculum in industrial arts and a four-year teacher training curricula
in trades and industry in a standard post-seccndary institution.
2. 13 quarter hours of college work in education.

3. Pass secondary examinations in Kew HaEpshire School law and State
Progranc of Studies. They may offer, hare-7er, certified college
credits for quarter semesters courses rith

4.5

quarter hours of

credit in Educational Psychology, L:ethods of Teaching (General or
Special) and Principles of Secondary Education in place of the
corresponding subjects reqtired for the el77,

'

.or
t.

L.

at4 on.

The following subjects may be considered as work in Education:
Educational Psychology, Educational Sociology, L;adet Teaching,
History of Education, New Hampshire School Law and State ?rograrit
of Studies, Principles of Secondary

ucation, General Yethods,

Test and Eeasurenents, Introduction to Teaching, Guidanc.

Other

subjects ray be accepted as educst-:cn if the content clearl:: lies
in that 2ield.

L3
5.

Sandieates desiring credentials to teach in approved '2:evr I:am:shire
secondary schools s:IaLl qualify in :.- :ajor and minor fiolds for the
teach:: of Eni;lie', foreign lanzua:es, mathnaties, natIral

any of pr-

a

;.:

7-::c.ion in cny fieli is re-LJired

%ours for a first nirc.Nr; and 9 cfs.r-c,c7:'
1

27

or a r,a 4 or; 13
rs for a s-send
"..2.:..1.7t„

L

secondary training in neclianIcel drarinc-. Teaohrs of etlae.,-. re2st,.
.4
•II. •

"
.3

Ing

all

•

ments, ot:= thant:.e
specifloatdon

S.
EE4 LE:C.1C°

1. Graduate from an approved nom:al, colle

2

or university with a

minixtra of 180 quarter hours of credit.
2. Professional credits

c4

their eqaivalent as follows,

a. Educational Psychology
b. Secondary Education
c. Vethods of Teaching in High School
d. Supervised Teaching
e. Problems of 2ducation in Hew Lexie°
f. Electives in alucation

3,

3 Quarter Hours

3 Quarter
3 Quarter

Hours
Hours
6 Quarter Hours
3 Quarter Hours
9 Quarter Hours

najor of 36 quarter hours in an academic subject with a first
minor of 23.$ hours.
Srecial Certificates are granted to teachers of manual training.
Zie requirements arc a high school graduation or equivalent; 90
quarter hours of college training; or the equivalent,
hours of uhiel must be in a special field of sujeots for 17nich

the a7plicant desires certification.

NE'CI YORK

1. Frolussional courses

36 Quarter !burs

a. ...;d.
.xaticnal PsyclIology
b. Princio ard
Arts in ::e-a" York
C. Practice Thaehing and ConZerence

2. Technical courser - Shcp

9 Cuarter Hours
22.5 Quarter Hours

53.5

a.
'edwork
b. Goaoral
General Bleotricitz7
(ieneral
3hop

3.

Cuartor ,eurs

Quarter Hours

7.5 Quarter
ars
t.5 Quarter ::curs
7.$ Quarter Hours
14.5ç.artcr Hours
irter:lours
7.
7.5 ::.larter
10.5 :arter Hours

cLzcr-3

Quarter Hours
192

Quarter Hours

1. Four-year approved industrial, trade, or technical ac)erience.
1.

A minimum of 96 quarter hours of approved college credit to
include the following:
a. General courses to include as a minimum:
American History, Enlish Coositien, Sociology,
and Sciences for industrial ;its teachers. l8-27 Quarter Hours
b. Professioc.al courses to be selected from
the followia 7:
Applied Psychelogy, Puyo'aclogy of
Adolcscence, Educe:cdonal Ps-ic:.olov, two
courses in Toaching. Procedures in Indastrial Arts, Principles of 2ducation,
Guidance, the Public School Inaastrial
Arts Curriculum

Fit

24-.a0,5 Quarter Hours

c. Tech.nical and shop courses to be selected
from the folicraing related elesely to the
industrial e:merienc...a of t
candidate:
L(lyn:7ce,..! "Josattwok, General f :op: haneed
16,a1 Work, Lecl..u
—Lical Drawing, Advanced

Mechanical Drawing, 1.pplicd Electricity,
,t_rcnautice in the Industrial 41rts
program, and Shop rathcmatics.
24-36 Quarter
Special subjects:
Prirtinc., idvan,led Printir-:

1
.

our

nellolastic trainL%:
cu- car celleze.

2.

-.=,12ezsicnal

co:LT= to all contifica,(1::

'n
c.
d, c1:7,tion anri "Jirected
0. :lcctives

3. Ind-;tri-1 Lrts

h.5

c.artcr

13.5 Quarter I:ours
45

arter Hours

IT=
1. Applicants who hold a bachelor's Ccgree from an accredi
ted college
or university, approved as a teac'nor training institution,
are
eligible for a first grade professional certificate, providing
evidence of the required 24 quarter hours in education.
2. Special certificates are issued in namal training; but only
on
diplomas from recognized institutions doing accredited uork in
the
npecial field. The applicant nit have conpleted 32
quarter hours
credit in the special field.

OHIO
al'ioations for

an

Industrial Arts Teacr in the state of Ohio

are as follcws:

1.

The a-2plicant must have 67.5 quarter hours in

Lrts and

must be veil distribuJ.ed over th3 following fields:
a. Graphic Arts
1. Drarinz
2. FlanniLg
;„.
.•
-

_ •
‘•

1. Furniture construction
2. Finising
3. Carpentry
c. retals
1
.Sileet
2. Art
3. achine Shop
L.

Applicant must have the followinj qualifications for a ceytificate
the state of Oklahoma:
1. rust be at least 20 years old.
2. Must have Oklaho:za

Cklahona school law, ar

agricultura.

If the applicant does not have this requirsuents the subjects are
waived for one year, and then he nust take a test in the subject
and make a passing grade of 70 per cent before the certificate is
renewed

3. 1st have 31.5 quarter hours in Education as follows:
a. Electives in Education
b. Student teaching
c. General rethods and lanazement
including Oklahoma School Law

4.

Must have a total of

18 Quarter Hours
9 Quarter Hours

4.5

Quarter Hours

36 quarter hours in Industrial Arts and

distributed as follas:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Bench Wood -;:ork
Cabinet raking
Wood and Metal Finishin7,
Industrial Arts Design

6 Quarter
6 Quarter
3 Quarter
3 Quarter

Hours
Hours
Fours
Eoura

L7
e. Care of chap Eqa5pment
f. Ilorking ixae-inge
G. Lachino Drawings
h. Architectural Drawing
i. Elective in Shop ebrk

3 Quarter Hours
3 Quarter Hours
3 Quarter Hours
3 Quarter Hours
6 Quarter Hours
OZGO

1. A'. gra:ucte iron a steedaed college, university, or

eachers college.

2. -he core21eticn in a standard college, university,
ce teechers
college o: a five-:,ear secondary teacher training course
or its
equivalent of at least

45

quarter hours beyond the requirenents

for the baccalaureate degree, which course must includ
e the follcerine:
a. Forty quarter hours in Education, o: ehich 15 quarte
r hcurs
shall be on the urper-division or graduate level and
shall
be taken in tLe last three quarters of preparation.
b. Six ci-arter :leers of Supervised Teaching. rive
years of
suecessful teaching experience in lieu of Supervised
Toachine.
.0. Four quarter hours of Oregon history and Oregon
School

Laff

3. A Special Certificate ;;ill be awarded to the applicant in
the field
of industrial arts.

4.

Thirty-six quarter hours in industrial arts, or a
najor in this
field.
IMUSYLTIIIA

General Requirenentst
1. Education in an approved vocational indust
rial school of secondary
level and approved technical school or colleg
e level ray be accepted
in lieu of practical apprenticeship experi
ence year for year up to
a maxieeam of three years.
2. Cemnicte 36 quarter hours of professional
education at 1(.:;a3t 27
quarter hcers of which rdll be in vocational
education. ::sot less
than 9 quarter hours shall be in observation
and practice t.ceeehinc
in an approved vocational industrial school
or classes. 9 qtar'4er

hours shall be in general education or L:eneral .professional education.
18 quarter hours of the required pre-employnent vocational teacher's
.Ilhich are the first 7
tmApinz shall be selected '.7rort the follovinc
of t:-.e oourses con-lon to all vocstional toaclier
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
b.

list14.1;flon.

Cbserrac,ion and Practice Teaching
7ocicnal aducation
1:ethods in 7ocationa1 Education
Curriculum Construction
Shop La:out and Kanagement
Introd-lctica to Education for Vocational le,cAors
Principles of Education for Vocational Teachers
=DE M=

1

A graduate from an approved college, college or oducatisn,
or technical school.

2. Anproximately 20 quarter hours (20 clock hours) in ..1rt and Colence
of EducaLion. History of Education and Educational Psychology to be
included in the required 20 quarter hours. The course in Mode
Island Education is recuired of all applicants.

SOUTH CAROLILIA
1. A graduate of an accredited college.
The following courses have been selected as some of the media zhidh
will help to develop the prospective teacher as a person.
2. Academic Requirements:
13 Quarter 7.curs
a. English
b. Biological and Physical Science
18 Quarter Hotm-s
ninimum of 9 hours each)
18 Quarto- Hours
c. Social Studies
cover at least three fields)
9 Qu7-rter Lburs
d. Fink- :,,',.14.5 Q-4z...—.-ter Lours
C. Kea/th :;d-.1eation
f. General Lathematics
4.5 Qtiarter Kours
Note: (A standard examinat;on may
used to de
strate proficiency
In any area.)
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3.

Professional Education

4
a. Human Growth and Development
b. Principles, Philosophy, and General
Techniques
c. 1r
Teadhinc

•

ao Applied 1.7.atheratics
b. Technical Requirements
1. -Joodwerk
2. Electricity
3. Trorel Trades
L. General ::etal Shop - including
Plunbing, Heat ':raating
Internal
Combustion Lachine
S.
6. 'Lleeanical nraviag

)18 Quarter Hours

9 Quarter 'Jour::

9 Quarter :ours
27 Quarter Hours
4.5 Quarter Hours
4.5 Quarter Hours
4.5 Quarter Hours
4.5
4.5

Quarter Hours
Quarter Hours
4.arter Hours

SOUTH D=IIA
1. Applicant :Lust have a Bachelor's (:e:ree fro:- a college or university,
approved teacher training institu:Lon.
2. Evidence of 22.5 quarter hours of education, not ihc1si(1-;ng general
psycholor.v, but including

/4.5

quarter hours of practice teaching in

major and minor subjects is required.

3.

A minL=am of 22.5 quarter hours in industrial arts.

4•

A najor is 32 quarter hours and a minor 22.5 quar'ver hours.

Tzlimsa
General Requirenentst
1. Certiiied by the State.
2. At least 13 years of age.

3.

L'.oral Character

L. 1:o int,cf_cani.4
Specific '2ua1iAcations for Scniorlfl school Teachers
Professional certificate

1. Graduaee of four years of college or university approved by the
state ca-elissioner and staid° board of education.
2. Completed at least 27 quarter hours in education, as prescribed
by the cte'o ca=-LssLon...?r and sta7..,

board of education.

3. Completed not less than 18 quarter hours in eech subject to :Je teught.
In applicant uho has specialized in Induetrial .1rts shall offer a minim=
of 27 quarter hours credit and be certified in the follaeln; fields with

9 quarter hours in eech:
iyaphic arts: Eechanical drawing, planninc, printing, photography,
ant: duplicatinr7.
woods:

vetale:

7urniture cenetructien, carpentry, cabinet construction,
an,d Ycod finish.
Sheet metal, art metal, foundry, and machine metal :or.

a.eolied electricity':
Coez-elnication, treue- -ertatian, power, lights refrigeration, air-ccnditioning, neon.
mechanics:

Auto-mechanics, ho7e mechanics, machine Shop, welding
general shops and air-craft mechanics.

An applicant may be certified to teach in any one of these fields
by offering 18 quarterihours in that Veld.
TS
Gencral Requirenentst
1.

Complete 20 college caarses at least one course shall be in Lnlish,
at least one in 2ducaticn, at least four of 'which shall he in the
special subject, and at least three quarter hours in the Lc4,1-,oclo of
teaching the special subject. A course is

9 quarter hours.

UTLH
L11 teachers of industrial arts who teach that subject more than
fifty per cent of the tire in junior or senior hi;21 school

have

Erl

a Class A five year certificate in industrial arts or a special
to-;rear certificate. If the ap:/icant is to teach subjects other
than industrial arts fifty per cent of the time or more, he may do
so by neetinz the requirenents for the General Secondary Certificate, provided he presents at least a minor in industrial arts.
2. He nuat complete the industrial arts curriculum in an approved
college or miversity as fellows:
a. A major in industrial arts
b. A ninor (to be selected)
C. Education courses
d. Arts and Sciences

4.1

145 Quarter Hours
18 Quarter Hours
35 Quarter Hours
85 Quarter Hours

WM=
A graduate from an approved four-year college course with at least
221 quarter hours ef yreessimal training in the field of Industrial
Lrts.

VB.GBIA.
General hequirenentss
1. At least 18 session hcars (54 quarter hours) of special and uneral
professional training.
4

a. A rdninun of 6 session hours (24 quarter hours) cf college
credit in special traininc for the subject to be taucht.
b. One session hour (3.5 quarter hours: of scho-1 and cumnuni4
hygiene, of which the physical inspection ef school children
required under the privisions of the Virginia West lay/ is
a part.
c. Three session hours (9 quarter hours) of suitable suibervised
practice teaching in the field concerned. In lieu of t%iss
two or rore years of successful teaching experience in the
field concerned ma-,- be aceced.
d. Six session hours (18
quart,:. :.ors) of course wor):. in
4.:ne
be cheor::
list of ten.
Educatien, "r_Zo1oyer-Em7.lo7ee
Vocctt1
/
2nal Industr:1
Cf
:..;c1T10111.-nt
Job anl Trade .Lnalyol%, L. t:o c toaehing *joaatl.onal 1:4uest:_ens

4":

Fhiiosophy of 7ocational dcat,ion, Fs:cliolegy of Voca
tlorC_
Ld-ocation, Vocational .-..2.acation Survey.
T7;IS:IL:G`201;
1
pooredier2. college ar
•

fi7e-y._ar
toos

3.

140

droigod

tra:ning of sccondar::

including at least forty-five qaarer hour
s in

to the nu:-,Ler of hours rerularly roc,u
ired for a. Lachelcr'f: degree.
lcaz4 fifte= caarter hs..rs In conte:::po
rary sGclal proble.
''ust havc
z't lonst 36 ci.o.r.rtor hours in c;-v.- tt--,ach!J:g
rjr
and t-:o teac:Iing :inors of eig:-.teen
quarter hours.
:lient must include in his colloge trai
ning at least t1Tentyfour
ou.ar.
2 cr hours in education. ::ot less than
throe (c=ent in special
Athos, in thich case tro quarter
hears 11111 le acceptable) :lot :
.- .cre
than six curter hours are accepted
in each of the folloring _aurses
tcyard satisfying the required tren
ty four :tours:
11

a. Educational Psychology (General
Psychology may not be substituted for Educational Psychology).
b. General 1:.etroo1s, or Principles
of Maching.
c. Secondary Education.
d. Sei1 -:ethods.
e. Elective to complete the required tota
l of 24 carter hours.
L11 applicants will be required to
file evidence of completing four
quarter hours in directed teaching s
or eight montiz of successful
teaching e=crience, provided that
not more than 9 quarter hours in
directed teaching be included in the
total 24 quarter hours.
C. 1.11 applicants must co=lete
the courses in T:ashington State
r4alus3.
Ltate History and Govern;:=:t.
72ST
1•

Craouaticn arid

vn1on731

recomended from a standard college.
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2. Cen,
..,ral rcgaimentss
a. _Jn,:lish (12), Speech (3)
b. Social STAIdics
History, Government, Sociology, Economics
an,1 Geo7raly, (At leact cno courl-e in
cach of three rubjectc or fields is be
c:dml?1cd)
C, Zcicnce or 1::_ther:-Lics
(CombfLation of Science an:I 1:athenatics
not acceptable)

3. Prclessicnal Pequirenents:
a. 1- .;ducation Psychology
b. Teaching In Secondary Schools includirrr:
Principles, Lethods„ and Management
C. Directd Tr.ac7linc (23 clock hours)
d. Suggestive Electives:
Cr:;anisation ml Program af Study cf the
est Virginia School System
ast and 1.:easurements
Philosop2v of
ucion
Psyc...cicmr
History of Educatian
High f,ahcol Program of Studies
Current Practices in Secondary Education
Co—Curricular Activities
Pupil Personnel and pupil Lccounting
The Junior high School
Introduction to Vocaticrwl Teaching
4. Industrial Arts:

Einiraun requirencntc
42 Quarter Hours
15 '7rer Hours
18 4uarter Hours

9 Quarter Hears

30 Quarter Hours
7.5 Quarter Hours

6 Quarter Hours
7.5 Quarter Heurs
9 Quarter Hours

36 Quarter Hours

a. Required Courses
rinirma Required
Dreming
6 Quarter Hours
General Shop
4.5 Quarter Hours
Organization of Industrial Arts
3 Quarter Fours
Shops
15 Quarter Hours
(To be taken in three or more of the
following areas with a minimum of 9
quarter hours in one and not less than
14.5 in each additional area)
Art :etal
General Shop
Ceramics
Leather Craft
Design
Zachite Shop
Dral.ring
Printing
Electricity
Eadio
aleet l'ctal, General
and ',:oodwork

'
,USCG:SDI
Qualifications of an Industrial Arts Teacher
1
:ust have 145 quarter hours in Imutr.aj
Artr or nay be qualified
rith 30 quarter hours but rmst
con)lete the required 45 quarter hours
before a lire certificate is issued.
Professicnal requirement tith a total of 27
quarter hcurs as follcns:
a. Educational psychology or
psychology learning
4.5 Quarter Hours
b. Teaching course in rajor subject
3.5 Cuarter Hours
c. Practice teaching
7.5 Quarter Hours
d. aectives
12
Quarter Hours

-4

tryumna
Graduate front a standard college or
university.
2. Applicants rmst be at
least 18 years old.
•

_plicants for all certificates rust pass an
exanination on the
Constitution of the United States and of
the State of t'yorag, or
present evidence of having earned
such credit at the University of
Wyoming.

14. Professional Training,
a. Educational Psychclogy
b. Educationa/ Sociology*
c. Ilethods of Teaching High
School Subjects
in Two Fields of Teaching
d. Supervised Teaching
e. Electives in Education

5.

214 Quarter Feurs

3 Quarter Hours
6 Quarter Hours
3 Quarter Hours
12 Quarter Hcurs

Lcademic Traininr- - a rininun of
22.5 quarter hours. of college work
chosen fr.= the training fields in
thich the candidate wishes to beCC:le

certified. A teacher may be certified in any
cne field and not
men.: tl:an three of the felicnine
tcachil:g fields:
English, Latheratice„ Science, Social
Science, specific Foreign
Languages, Conrerce, Hone ZacnoLlics,
Industrial Arts, Library and
Physical Education.

,4-••

CHILITER IV
SULLITA.M. LTD CCUCIZSICES
Since the nar has ended the future of

utrial arts is bright.

Many school systems are including industrial arts
in their educatianal
programs and there will be a great demand for
teachers. The program is
intogratedwith the academic sUbjects in the
school, and the idea which
=El prevailed that industrial arts W43
a separate unit is no longer
true•
The curriculum is so devised that a rhcp stud
ent, rho will later
teach, will get a general education.
Today if he rishes to go into
industry ho may do so, ar continue in the
teach.ing of industrial arts.
The sum- try and conclusions of this st,247
are as follorst
I. Statements cf prominent mcn in the fiel
d of industrial arts and
industrial educaticn in regard to value, plac
e, and future of inaurtrial
arts in schools:
Omar H. Day, City Supervisor of Industri
al Afts, Kansas City, Mos
"Needs to be more Closely correlated with
Trade
and Infinstrial Education. Must be expanded
to
include more fields of craftsmanship."
Glenn U. Gleeton, Directcr, Division of
Humanistic and Social
Studies, Carnegie Institute of Technolo
gy, Pittsburgh, Pas
"Industrial arts education needs dynanic
leadersndr. Educators have not been full
y
convinced of it's value and most teachers
of indartrial arts are still 'shop teac
hers'
blissfulify igncrant of the fr--0:mental
educational philosophy of industrial arts
."

Thomas Diamond, Professor of Vocatiae Educaticn, University of
Michigan since 1919, Ann Arbor, Michigan:
"I am of the opinion that the future of
Industrial Arts is bright. However, if it is to
achieve its greatest value there is need for
teachers to realize tha important contribrtion
their subject can nake to the education of our
young people. Unfortunately many of our teachers
lack a philosophy of education and are unaware
of the place of their subject in the educational
picture. If these teachers can be nade to realize
the aeeent of their opportunity there will be
fewer of them struggling to find a place an the
industrial education bandwagon."
Earl L. Bedell, Director, Division Tech -cal and Vocational School
of the City of Detroit, Detroit, Michigant
"Industrial arts educatio- rill hold an increasin;a7
mere important position in the curriculum. Children
will be educated thru its media."
Verne C. Fryklund, President of Stout Institute, lienomanie,
Wisconcin:

1

"There are great years ahead. Industrial arts
teaching now compares very favorably rith
Enzineering as a career for young men. The defor teachers is great which is an indication
of expanding programs."
George B. Frazee, Jr., associated with the Grand Rapids
, Michigan
public school fcr 26
"All boys and girls should be given Industrial
Arts and Hone Economics in the seventh, eighth., and
ninth grades. These courses shou24 be of as great
a varlet.
? as possible are1 be use ac a tryout
perial to find out if the bay cr girl in fe1
for industrial work and what kind of industrial
work. Vocational Education snould be aveilable
for boys in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades
on an elective basis. I would include in the
vocstional subjects., all commercial sUbjectc
occupations. The thirteeinclh ni.h
and fourteenth grades should provide an opportunity
for 1, -5 who cannot F,o tn. ccllege to further pureue
techme-al subjects in the high school."

MI*
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Robert E. Smith, erofesser of Indeztrial Education at Ohio State
4

University, Colunbus, Ohio:
"In the 70 year period since shop work as first
introduced into American schools this fere of education has eeperienced a scneetat continuos but
erratic expansion. 1:ow shop work in the form of
indentrial arts has achieved recognition as a
curriculem subject. During this period there has
been great developments in industry and America has
developed from an agrarian society to a coeplex
iedustrial one. Wei.% formerly done with hand tools
and simple machines is now performed with camplex
machines. In the field of transportatian there has
been sieiler developments and ene can now travel acmes
the country in a streamlined train, by airplane or
autonobilel dtpending upen one's interests and cheiee.
New York is nee as close to Los Aneeles in peint of
tale as Ives New Yorkto Beaten but a few years aeo.
The home is now rapidly beemaing mechanized with many
now devices, facilities for the secrage of perishable
goods in the home are in the offing. To live in a
mechanized =rid with the prospects of new fcrms of
peeer and other inventions of a mechanical netuee
will reqeire aptitudec, kneeledges and =dere-tending=
which can be had only through experiences in operatine,
controlling and directing machines and other mechanical
appliances.
Experiences such as indicated above can best be had in
the subject matter areas of industrial arts and its
coepseelon„ industrial education. It is my belief that
inaestrial arts will, in the future, play an increasingly1- er part in the general education of children. I
look for a marked expeee4 on in school offerings in
industri:a arts and industrial education with a greatly
expanded demand fcr teachers in this field. 1.V. thinking in this respect is influenced hzerhat is happening
in a numl)er of schools milere twe teachers are now being
eeeleeed where one formerly sufficed. Wore schools are
requiring work in indestrial arts, profeszianal studies
and EarTt:n chow a nunber of schools extending the time
spent in the school shops fraa one double period a week
to one period deily, and in same oases, tyro periods a
day. Ancther ineeieetian is the emphasis Leine given
to industriel arte and induetrial edueatica by such
eroepe as the raticnal Sceiety of Seeonder7 School
Frincipelel
r42letfal # C5,
7L72 AIL VIZ

Willian T. Bamlen, Head of the Industrial Arts
Department,
Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburgh,
Kansas:
"The innadiatc problem is to restore to proper
ing cendition the facilities for preparing teac
hers
of industrial arts. As soon as qualified teac
hers
become available, and as soon as the country
emerges
from current unsettled conditions, we shall see
an
unprecedented expanzicn cf industrial arts in
ptblic
ciaaaticn."
Clyde A. Beltran, Dean, Division of Industrial
Education, The Stoat
Institute, Uenomenie„ Wisconsin:
"Iniluztrial arts faces new pos:ibilities. As
a major
area in the public school curriculum, we need
teachers
-ciao have their feet an the ground and to alco
have board
perspective. tith the responsibility of prep
aring developing American citizens to make use of wt
we have
fought for, Industrial Arts teachers must be
keenly
alert. The range of content rust be broad,
the technical
procedures must be sound, the applications
meet be
closely linked vith current and developing
life situations.
Industrial Arts as a major contributing area
in American
education has an ever-increasing range of
res2onsibility."
Albert F. Siepert, Dean of Education, Brad
ley Polytechnic Institute,
Peoria, Illinoist
"I believe re vial continue to add new
raterials, processes
and procedures. I think we will swing
back to more
enphasis upon good workmanship, and somew
ilat less tallnig
about things. Our teachers should be a
definite part of
the faculty6-not 'specials' who come once
a week to a
shed in the basement."
E. E. Ericean, Professor of Industrial Educ
ation and Chairman, Department of Industrial Eduaation, Universi
ty of California, Santa
Barbara State College, since 19'410
"1. Libre emnhazis being placed an Induztri
el Artm.
2. Techniaal eemhe.f.is fcllowiaL: Tr -7' pez,jre.
3. Fifth year wozie probably normal fcr teacher
preparation.
4. Aviation affecting Industrial Lrts.
5. rore
for adrrt"cticn thra Industrial
Arts trainf_ng."

2. Summary and conclusions based upon the findings of the srriter:
(l) On 'she mhcle industrial arts teachers receive a well balanced
education.

His academic preparation is stressed as well as his technical

preparaticn.
(2) The industrial arts department is integrated with the academic
courses and is not a separate unit. It is no longer put into the basement of the school and forgotten alscut.
(3) In meeting the state requiresents fcr teachers certificatess,
the industrial arts teacher meets the same professional requirements as
the academic teacher.
(4) The na,lcr for industrial arts is much higher than a najcr for
an academic subject. This is true primarily because the teacher of
industrial arts cften does not have the necessary technical background
to teach it.
(5) Only in one case vas foreign language found to be a requirement in the industrial arts curriculum.

(6) The technical requirements were not uniform. There llas a
total of twenty-one courses offered in all the curricula stsdisd.
(7) Mechanical drawing, woodircrlz, metalwork, and electricity ranked
in importance as listed.

(8) In admitting students to the industrial arts department, the
standards should bs as high as thcy are for students in the academic
departments.
(9) The industrial arts teacher training program is constant17
expanding. The tren0 is sprsading tc institutions that hereissfore did
not include this phase of teshnitssl education.

mill be expected to furtish leadership in this field. Plans mill
havo to
be made, materials secured and the 1:m114'

program launched.
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1241
1 el.,
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Ohio State University
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Ohio University
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A &i
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Pardue University
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'Jayne University
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